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Introduction
This guide is intended to be a resource for people who are
faced with a difficult ethical decision in health care. It can
help individuals and teams have effective conversations,
and prepare to engage in discussions with patients, clients,
residents, families and staff. It is meant to be general
enough to apply to ethical conflicts in most health care
settings, including acute care, community settings, longterm care, and administration. While it may not match
everyone’s decision-making style, it has been developed to
help provide some clarity around situations of ethical
uncertainty.

What is ethics?
Ethics is about ways in which we do, and should, treat each other. This extends from the “bedside to the boardroom” and
everywhere in between. It includes individuals as well as groups. Ethics is a systematic method for deciding what to do when,
for example:
Consensus cannot be reached on goals for care
There are conflicting or mutually exclusive goals, values or expectations
Care options pose an equal level of benefit and harm
The most ethical course of action is known, but not possible for some reason
The benefits of an intervention do not justify the burden on the patient / family
There are concerns that a plan, expectation or request is not consistent with standards
There is conflict or confusion about the appropriate role of substitute decision-maker
While there may not always be one perfect solution, there will usually be a choice that is better than others.
Using ethics-informed processes and analyses can help determine which is better, and provide a basis for explaining
our decisions to others.
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Background
This guide was developed to help you think through a difficult
situation in a logical way and support the goal of providing the
best care possible. You can use it on your own or with a group,
or it can be used to support a more formal process of ethical
case deliberation.
Ethical conflicts may be rooted in clinical practice and
systems of care, in how an organization functions and makes
decisions, or in how we interact with the individual seeking or
receiving care, and their situation. A decision guide can help
users have systematic and thorough discussions so nothing
important is missed or forgotten.
Try to use this guide collaboratively if at all possible. Talking
through the decision with a colleague, supervisor, or neutral
third party may produce a better solution than thinking through
it on your own. Keep in mind that sometimes the most ethical
choice is to do nothing.

Practice
Outcomes
The goals of using an ethical decision-making
tool are to:
Identify situations that would benefit from
consideration of ethical implications
Apply a systematic method for making a
difficult decision
Promote discussion of ethically relevant
considerations with all parties, including
patient/ client/resident and family
Work toward an acceptable solution or
decision that best represents core values,
balanced against ethical considerations
such as policy, professional standards,
and best interests.
Ethical choices reflect the values of those
involved in the situation. They support personcentered care. They help health care providers
manage and learn from some of the distress they
experience from the work they do. Tools and
resources to support ethically sound decisionmaking help teams prepare for difficult
conversations, and produce better outcomes for
all involved.
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Values
No matter what option is being discussed, any viable solution to an ethical situation will
need to balance the values of all parties involved. This can be challenging when values are
incompatible or when differences of opinion exist on how they should be ranked. It is
important to understand what values influence you, and what needs to be respected or
upheld as options are being considered.
What is important to you personally? How are those values affecting your response to
the situation?
What is important to others in the situation? Consider the patient, family, community,
your profession, your organization, etc.
Staff, clients/patients/residents and families will always bring their own personal
values to a discussion. Try to understand what they are.
What actions stem from those values?

Language Disclaimer
We use the terms person, people, and
individual throughout the document. These
terms are intended to include any actual or
potential recipient of care, including patients,
clients, residents, and their families, and
communities. We also intend for it to include
anyone providing care or working in any
capacity within the system, such as
professional and paraprofessional clinical
staff, physicians, allied health professionals,
support staff, volunteers, people working in
non-clinical positions, managers and
administrators.

Context
The contexts where care is provided vary
considerably. Ethical priorities are often
different, depending on the context. For
example, consider how the goals in the
following contexts might be different:
primary care and tertiary care;
community care and long term care;
home care and acute care;
palliative care and critical care;
senior leadership and management;
administration and direct care.
Each of these contexts will have its own special
challenges that may not be shared by other sectors,
where choices and solutions are affected by geography,
the population of people receiving care, or the setting
where the situation is occurring. This tool is applicable
in any of these contexts.
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The Guide
By working through this process, you will give full consideration to an ethical concern or
conflict. Before you start, reflect on your own values. Note how they affect your view of
the right thing to do. Think through the questions noted for each section and note areas
of agreement and difference. Try to understand the perspectives of others.

Identify the problem
1. What is the decision to be made?
2. Whose values are central? What are they?

Reflect on the problem
3. Think about principles
4. Consider obligations
5. Other factors

Deliberate
6. What ripple effect do you expect?

Resolve the problem
7. Make a choice and evaluate
8. Address any implications.
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Identify the problem
1. What is the Problem?
Take some time to consider the nature of the
problem and how you know it’s a problem. What is
worrying you? What is the dilemma?
Name the problem clearly.
State the facts, including the clinical/medical
situation if applicable
What information is missing? Where can you
get it?
What do you need in order to move forward?
Takeaway from this step:
You have determined the key question to be
answered.

2. Who is affected?
The list of people who could be affected by the decision can be very long. It can also be
quite different than the list of people who should be involved in the decision.
Understanding the perspectives, values and goals of interested parties is essential. Put
yourself in the shoes of those affected by the decision.
Who will be affected by the decision?
What is important to them? What values need to be considered, balanced, or
prioritized?
Takeaway from this step:
All relevant parties and their values have been considered.
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Reflect on the problem
3. What ethical principles apply?
Ethical principles are rules or obligations that guide action. Often, an ethical situation involves
conflicts between and among principles. Discuss how you understand the following principles
of biomedical ethics in relation to this particular situation:
Respect for Autonomy: reflecting respect for persons, the idea that actions are ethically
right if they are consistent with a person’s self-determined choice.
Beneficence: the principle that actions are ethically right if they produce positive (good)
outcomes.
Non-maleficence: the principle that actions are ethically right if they prevent or avoid
producing bad consequences.
Justice: the principle that action is ethically right if it treats people in similar situations
equally; this is also related to ideas like fairness and equity.
Takeaway from this step:
Ethical principles have been considered and discussed.

4. What ideals, obligations, or duties need to be considered?
There are duties and obligations that govern choices. These can be formal and binding, like
rules, laws, policies, guidelines, codes, directives and professional standards, or informal, like
social norms and cultural practices. Consider:
Rules, like law, regulation, policy, and operational directives
Professional obligations like codes of ethics and standards of practice
Societal ideals like norms, benchmarks, expectations
Takeaway from this step:
You have identified and considered the standards and obligations that affect available
options.
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5. What other factors are relevant?
Ethical solutions are person-centered and support caring, empathy and dignity. Factors such
as community, power, marginalization, culture, context/circumstances, intersectionality, and
inequities can have a profound effect on the ultimate solution. Relationships influence
decisions. This is especially true in the context of emotionally charged health care
situations. What might not seem rational to a health care provider makes sense to the
person who is considering the decision’s potential effects on the people in their life.
What relationships are important here? How are they affecting the situation?
What circumstantial factors are involved? Culture, religion, finances, etc.
Are there power dynamics affecting the situation or the discussion?
Marginalization, inequity, bias or discrimination?

Takeaway from this step:
The effects of relationships,
circumstances and
constraints have been
considered.
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Deliberate
6. What are the implications and likely outcomes of any
potential solution?
Think about the ripple effect of the situation. Sometimes a decision will be made on the
basis of what will/might happen as a result, and whether the decision-maker is prepared
to live with the consequences. Consider the likelihood and seriousness of both benefits
and harms, to individuals, families and communities in the long term and immediately.

What risks and benefits do you
anticipate?
What might be the effect on the
individual? The family, team, or
community?
What will maximize good and
minimize harm?

Takeaway from this step:
Risk-benefit analysis and potential ripple effects have been discussed.
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Resolve the problem
Based on all your deliberations and discussions, decide what is the best option. A plan for
implementing the preferred choice is essential, including determining accountability and the
communication plan.

7. Evaluate the process and outcome
Once the decision is made, communicated and implemented, it is important to debrief.
Consider the process as well as the outcome.
Did the process work?
What worked and what didn’t?
Did it achieve the desired results?
Takeaway from this step:
Review of the process and outcome. Did you do the right thing?

8. Address any moral distress or
policy implications.
Ethical decisions can be fraught and emotional. The
debriefing process can uncover moral distress and residue. It
may identify structures, processes or policies that contributed
to the issue. Validating and debriefing is essential.
Is there any moral distress or residue? Find
opportunities to debrief or follow up.
Were broader policy issues raised? What will you
do to escalate them?
Takeaway from this step:
Risk of recurrence and emotional distress is reduced wherever possible.
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Use of this tool is intended to
facilitate discussion and support
ethical decision making in health
care contexts. It was developed by
the WRHA Ethics Services by
adapting and combining a number
of frameworks in use across
Canada. This is an evolution of the
Guides published in 2016. You are
welcome to print, copy, share and
use this document freely as long as
all attributions, references and
contact information are
maintained. Please see the Ethics
Services web page for further
resources.
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